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Visual communication is a kind of visual media, whose aim is to convey specific things through visual forms.
Graphic creativity is ingenuity impression and conception sought by visual communication. Graphic creativity
is the core of graphic design. Taking the spread of information as fundamental principle, creative thinking as
guide, graphic creativity seeks the expression and manifestation of original impression. But with the popularity
of graphic creativity, similar ideas constantly emerge among designers. How to break graphic limitation in visual
design has become one of the urgent research subjects. This study aims to explore diversified and multi-material
expression of experimental graphic, connect graphic creation with vision of the designers’ own and create by
multi-media means, so as to break through the limitations of graphics in existing graphic creativity. The ways
to present creative graphics includes not only digital computer design, which is currently commonly used, but
also form design, manual generative design, material generative design, time generative design, trace generative
design, physical generative design, social generative design, program generative design and others. How to use
these methods correctly in visual graphic design and form methodology is the focus of the study.
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1. GRAPHIC CREATIVE DESIGN
The core position of visual design is to convey information with vivid
and beautiful graphics. Visual design has become an indispensable part
of the Internet era [1]. Visual design refers to “all visual symbols that
can produce visual graphics and convey information”. Graphic creativity
is a key step of creating graphics and pictures in visual design, and
graphic creativity permeates in various fields of visual communication
[2]. Graphic creativity in modern sense refers to make graphic elements
concrete and realistic by using creative design thinking based on
existing graphic elements and create forms, so as to convey information,
as well as convey cultures and thoughts in new forms so as to replicate
and spread visual symbols. In recent years, the graphic creativity with
the use of multi-media means has become a trend, which brings fresh
blood to the traditional visual communication field.
2. GRAPHIC CREATIVE DESIGN UNDER MULTI-MEDIA EXPRESSION

As a cultural phenomenon, the art of visual design can achieve its value
only if it gets spread, and the spread must rely on one or several specific
media [1]. Graphic creativity design under multi-media expression
refers to getting rid of the limitation of paper media, graphic creative
design created with multi-media methods. “Facing the existing materials,
we should grasp them. Facing untapped materials, we should try them.
Facing the common materials, we can break and reorganize them to make
them become new materials and produce new spirit.” Designers try to

show the image of traditional graphics by personally touching various
materials and being familiar with inherent properties and characteristics
of materials and always attach great importance to show the best effect
of graphics in the experiment and study of materials, so graphics are no
longer limited to two-dimensional forms but transformed into space [3].
No longer confined to paper, graphic creative design under multi-media
expression breaks through original mental set, explores more media and
gives graphic creativity new meaning.

The use of multi-media means in graphic design has changed the creative
means of graphic design. The development and evolution of multiple
media has become a unique design language for graphic designers to
improve the traditional design methods. At the same time, the application
of multi-media means in graphic creativity expands the field of designers’
work. The expansion of graphic design creation and expression space is
realized on the basis of the enhancement of image expression ability
and the richness of design processing means, etc.. The development
of the network makes design communication and exhibition more
convenient, which adds more rich content for graphic design theme
and idea creativity. Finally, the use of multi-media in graphic creativity
provides a wider design space for designers. In the second creation,
computer design is used to carry out zero cost modification. On the basis
of designer’s design skills, there is no medium restriction, no material
cost, no production cost, which provides greater freedom for designer’s
creative thinking.
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3. THE FORMS OF MEDIA COMMUNICATION OF GRAPHIC CREATIVE
DESIGN

change in detail may produce new emotional tendencies.

The main task of computer technology in the field of visual design
is to assist printing design. Therefore, the impact on visual design
is mainly to improve the production efficiency of graphics, at most, it
only provides the possibility for the emergence of new graphics styles
and styles. With the increase of design works, there are many cases of
creative crash. Therefore, it is urgent to develop and explore the creative
media of designers. Once the media culture comes into being, it can be
found everywhere and has a profound impact on all aspects of our lives
[4]. It not only influences our values, ideology, but also makes people
increasingly rely on it and makes people under the “remote control” of
certain media at all times [5]. The means of creative graphics includes
not only digital computer design, which is currently commonly used, but
also form design, manual generative design, material generative design,
time generative design, trace generative design, physical generative
design, social generative design, program generative design and others
[6]. The emergency of these means has also enriched media forms of
graphic creativity.

Manual generative design refers to design graphic creativity of the
material around by hand. For example, Chinese designer Xuwei Zhang
created the work The Heart Sutra (Figure 1), which innovated creative
media by putting the tea stems in accordance with the style of wash
painting in purely manual way. The visual design incorporating manual
elements shows the design process and results in front of it, which is
subtly different from the design with digital technology in both visual
and tactile sense. The psychological perception formed by the unique
manual traces of manual elements is transformed into visual symbol
language, which makes the manual elements become the pronoun of
individual, simple and original design art expression. Visual design
integrating manual elements and digital technology will overlap in the
production stage, dissemination process and other links. While unable
to get rid of the demand for a series of products produced by machines,
the warmth of manual visual design is restored through the intervention
of manual elements in visual design. While recording designers’ inner
world and real emotions, it also provides more possibilities for inspiring
design thinking.

Figure 2: Earnestly Hope (https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/
YVoDPc2BwzV2wkYPWImRrQ).

Time generative design refers to the graphic creativity design by sorting
out the record of visual change effect of the same object through time
evolution under the same shape. For example, Zhong Zheng, a Chinese
designer, generated creative graphic works by recording the visual
changes of the time process before and after the pickling in the tea
(Figure 3).

Figure 3: CHAQIANSHU, CHAHOUSHU (https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/
TWWY6aM9onmW1te9wWI5dw).

Figure 1: The Heart Sutra (https://mp.weixin.qq.com/
s/5LWzZllLoX9o9X7Kr7LeEA).

Material generative design refers to design graphic creativity by using
characteristics of existing materials, such as quality and texture, or
combining moral with topics [7,8]. For example, Chinese designer
Hongyi Chen’s poster design work Earnestly Hope (Figure 2) uses
yogurt and pigments to simulate the melting effect of polar bears,
and the use of experience media forms has played a multiplier effect.
The use of comprehensive materials in graphic creativity can bring
visual design a more novel and unique visual language expression,
and convey to the audience the concept and emotion to be expressed.
Through the reorganization and arrangement of material materials, the
inherent properties of the materials are sublimated. On the one hand,
the materials used are endowed with richer spiritual connotations; on
the other hand, the use of materials also strengthens the expression of
creative graphic design. And since the forms of materials are varied, any

Trace generative design refers to the graphic creative mode by recording
the existing traces, imagining and diverging [9]. The trace here includes
scratches on walls, computer clutter, shadows and so on. For example,
Chinese designer Xin Liu’s work Print (Figure 4) uses the original traces
on the wood for secondary processing to express the theme of protecting
animals. Compared with the simple computer design, this medium has
more appeal and persuasion.

Physical generative design refers to the medium attempt of visual
communication through physical means. For example, the visual poster
of a Korean clothing brand records the visual image by wrapping the
trace pressed by copy paper in rice paper. This is a typical use of physical
generative design, this new media, for visual expression, giving people a
new feeling (Figure 5).
Program generative design refers to the creative graphic design
generated by combining computer technology [10]. For example,
Alibaba’s Luban artificial intelligence advertising graphic production
system forms the intelligent system through computer deep learning
technology to establish the element library, and arrange and combine
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works created by computer are presented with new style, which opens a
new field for the development of graphic design.
4. CONCLUSION

The use of multi-media creative means in design makes the design
gradually become spatial and multi-dimensional, which has crossed the
boundaries between disciplines.

The combination of borderline discipline and cross discipline. Give
full play to the role of the mutual promoting between consciousness
and matter, the emotional factors, skillfully applied to the material
form and expression, and combined with people’s perceptions of the
object and the cognitive and psychological and emotional reflection,
the multidimensional spatial and attribute of the material through
the visual elements, so as to better realize the emotional people and
things, spiritual interaction effect, Breaking through the limitations of
the existing printing model, which was only for the dissemination of
information.

Figure 4: Print (https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/
YVoDPc2BwzV2wkYPWImRrQ).

With the continuous development of the Internet era, the society
continues to advance in a diversified direction, and the amount of social
information that people receive daily has also increased exponentially. In
this process, visual and graphic language have become the most effective
media. Technological progress and the emergence of new materials
have enriched and developed the expression of graphics. From the
public environment, guide system to product specifications or popular
3D printing technology can become the stage of graphic creativity. The
development of society continues to put forward higher requirements
for the media. In the design process of creative graphics, it is extremely
necessary to fully understand the importance of the wide application of
graphic creativity in various fields of design and explore the diversified
expression of graphic creativity in the context of the emergence of new
media and new materials.
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